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At 6, toeederice, 	eitul 
8/15/73 

Dear 	Shepherd, 

The one comfort I can take from your straightforward letter of the 13th is that 
you fall just a bit short of saying absolutely, finally, positively "no!" 

In its statement of the problems your letter is honest and perhaps feels short of 
the reality with weich I have lived for many years and of which I am aware. In its 
criticism of the writing it is kind, unless the samples by now you have more e. are 
inadequate, 'by normal standards. You might have included prolixity. 

I guess that in making immediate response I eant to do more than thanks you for 
your candor and the speed of your response. In part I know I have in mind a kind of 
pep talk, which may seem strange kplease indulge the kind of life I have led for so long 
and that I am in what are generally described as the dedlinine years)* considering my 
position and situation and your reasonable views. 

In being able to succeed, if I can call my investigative work success, 1  have had 

to evolve a kind of intellectual judo. I find that in investigations it works well. 
From my experience as my own publisher I know it works well ana can, with the truly 
exceptional, emetional subject, work fantastically. Weaknesses can be fulcrumed into 
strengths. I have done it, over and over again. This depends on the subject and upon 
ho,; it is handled after publication. 

In my first book I dealt with raw material some 40,000,000 words in extent alone. 
To meet the requirements of a contract, I had four weeks in which to write and deliver 
it, and I did this. While the publisher was droeling into the till, telline me that 
from the salesmen's experiences alone he had an initial print of 25,000, he broke the 
contract. Thereafter, internalionally, I had about 100 reactions. 1t became a best-
seller as the first underground book without any real distribution, noneoreanized, 
without a penny for advertising or promotion, and wa s a best-seller in paperback, 
with a first print of 250,000 and two reprints the first month. That publisher had 
thrice rejected the manuscript. When we signed the contract I begged him to edit it, 
and elthough he agreed, he didn't change a word. In normal commercial terms my worst 
seller more than paid its cost. And all the books I published were unedited rough 
drafts. I could not afford an editor and worked as such speed I couldnAt be my own 
on that basis alone. And on this, while I regard the essential editing as simple and 
easy, I would go further than you and say that with an ordinary editor the problems may 

be insurmountable. 

You succinctly state the norm, and I do not argue against it. Rather would I like 
to hope that both an agent and a publisher would recognize in The Watergate and all its 

implications a rare departure from the norm as was both the a% assassination and its 
official handling. Even more would Ielike to believe it possible that there is a pub-
lisher who would duplicate as faithfully as possible what I did with my books, a kind 
of intellectual judo I do not believe one will consider even though among its benefits 
would be a considerable reduction in production costs. The natural promotion and speed 
are, I believe, greater benefits. In arguing against you, however, I would advance the 
belief that no book on The Watergate that appears soon and seems to be solid will fail 
to return more than its cost. This is such a subject, and it will be on the front pages 
and the tubes a long time. Here those hundreds of thousands if not millions who know me 
by my work on the assassinations are a alrge potential market that can be reached. tin 
that dead subject I am still sought out. In today's mail are orders from a total stranger 

who somehow found about my first two books (1966), where I am,eld included a check for them. 



If ay nano means little to most publishers other than those who rejected my  work, 
I do have a good reputation with a large buying public. 

This leads to the question of the unhidden part5ality of my  writing, normally 
not coreadeielly acceptable. Bobby Kennedy had a personal obrruption of Dante that on 
subjecto like this nost people believe. lie was fond of saying that in times of moral 
crisis a special corner of Hell is reserved for those who preserve neutrality. On 
subjects like the assassinations and The Watergate, most ordinary people, if not pub-
Ushers and reviewers, hold to this view. If I do not cast or conceive myself as their 
peer, I would remind you of Zola and Paine - and that their partisanship earned them 
lasting respect and swoons. Bome subjects do cry out for passion. With me I em aware 
of the added problem*  for I feel this stuff and would castrate my self intellectually 
and be able to produce nothing if I were able to sup areas this, as I am not. NO' 
history tells me this can be a corereeeJial asset. 

You my teioe that the project upon which I have started is impossible, the 
second time "that it is practically beyond the powers of one man to develop a successful 
book on this subject." (erhape you do not realize it or You consider it unimportant, 
but in simultaneously saying that "a number of publishers are already seriously eon,. 
nitted to what they =eider important projects" you are saying that I am engaged upon 
a unique bode.) Your discouragement boils down to the meaning of "successful". In most 
cases, this would mean profitable. In this case, with what The Watergate symbolizes to 
all and really means, if that meaning is not recognized, I would like to think that 
among all the American publishers there might be one who could give a speoial meaning 
to "successful", one not measured in dollen§ but in the present and the future, in the 
kind= society in which we live ens! he prospers. This is not to say that a dedication to 
principle would not mean commereial success. ey extensive, personal experience leaves 
little reasonable doubt it would on this subject, if not generally. 

In your thinkire;yeu seam to bracket this with the uromunr of "every fact and every 
statement be arranged in a symmetrioel and ordoely structure that leads inevitably to a 
aingle conclusion." You Bey, with regard to the Senate committee, that it cannot "wade 
into a ease of data of this kind like a single-minded prosecutor determined to prove 
his ease against an ordinary criminal." In these terms, aside from the strangekr 
relevance of the :eecond quote in a manner you did not intend, -what I as dping is a 
publishing impossibility. The alternative is that the book be true to life, not to 
the standard that can't really be followed in rewriting ancient history except by 
omissions that impinge upon integrity. Life does not so compartmentalize itself. Only 
nipple crime, in fact, lends iteelf to your comparison with the prosecutor. this is why, 
when a contract was possible with it, I would not submit an outline to which I would 
guarantee I would adhere with a breaking story. The eaterial is even more compex than 
that of the Kennedy assassination. Were T to argue your moo, I mould sey that what I 
am eagaged upon is two books, one on Richard Nixon. (Tou a wrong in your cement of 
what a oommittee can do, and I tell you this not in criticism but for your understanding. 
here I do not rest upon ne own considerable experience in that area, which inekudes the 
preparation for such hearings. If you knew the source of t 	#cuments I quo Ye in what 
I sent yeti I think you would understand that thane who dare 	and do nothing about it 
also recognize that an updated and more oophisticated. Warren heport is in paapsect. I 
did not seek thoee documents. They gems to me by mail from one who had the moral and 
professional obligation to use them end dared not.) 

Because I recognize that "meaningless and irrelevant facts must b© excluded" and 
that what is meaningless and irrelevant is a very personal determination, often made 
by those without a solid basis for determinations, 1 an trying to put the book together 
in a manner that will make elimination by scissors of blue-pencil possible and easy. 

You ale perceptive and correct in saying Puould really be writing something like a 
brief for ieeweehmenthere I am quite willing to go farthur in what 1  hope you will not 
conclude is imnodestys if I do not do it, it will not be done within you active proles- 



atonal life. The question about such a bill of impeachment is first, eh ether it can 
be a comnorcial success:, which I tnialk is a virtual certainty if done speedily,- and 
and than whether there in a publisher willing to do it and risk not redcLag a profit, 
ehich I believe will bo detownined by what the publisher does with it more than by 
the book itself. 

The problem you snide an one of "sannotrical and orderly structure" I sec as one 
of arrannement for oomponeentione With those inordinately oonplicated materials there 
are determinations anything but easy on organizatioa ann. on omissions. Ibis also manna 
the inclunion of what I would much prefer to emit and what I drafted long eve in an 
unread short chapter titled, "The Law for the eeynane* Ana it means that determinations 
must be flexible. Early this morning I decided upon a sniftiag of chaptere that requires 
ruehing 

 
rend wtkting ea that it vrili not delay my -wife'  who has beeean to retie° in 

sequence, not out of order as I have been mnitinge 

In all honesty I next add what you nay take as discouraeonant but what I think is 
not. limn ago I recognized those problems you state and others perhapa more pertinent 
that you do noto ':pith this recognition of the unweleoce arum unpleesant I had to met 
myself in a different role, as the man rho rakes a record for history with only the 
hope that it oan be published. no, I as writing a long book. But if it is believed to be 
too long, I an also weitine it for adjustment by scissors and pencil used wit speed. 

Those many problems are real. They can all beam* comeereia meets- rather than 
literary liabilities, What I conceive as intellectual judo. One of the means of addressing 
them in what in the past eight have been. liabilite, personalizing parts of the book. 
When Irthave had mama:Lye personal experience with the Washington prosecutors, who 
&ermined three suits I filed, awe with nitchell, aeindienst, Ruckelshaus area thp 
Fel, amend others in this ease, I hype it can be an asset. it is something I don t 
believe anyone oleo will be selli ng. er writing. If intensive experience with the 
college aunerendon of 1967-8 is relevant to the  college generation of 1973-4, this 
alone will assure good seloee rneew kids tuenod on and bought books. And never wanted 
a speech to ecd. 

With the central character, Hunt, the problem is an asset. I will have in this 
book what is entirely niseino in the axtbasive reporting and all the official investi-
gations. I already have element, taec-ording to severel lanyers, to file suit in federal 
oeurt against the CIA and the White House, the former for ourveiliance of me (the 
ACLU has not yet decided, but they were interested) and the latter for degyLne me( Heat) 
information to which I am entitled under the Law. Noe Archibald noxe- who yesterday case 
close to exculpating most potsntial defendants, is eithholeine; fraa me, has been foolish 
enough to deny me what his predecessor actually did release. I am aptiently exhausting 
what is called my Radmtnistrative remedies" under the law, preliminary to a passible 
suit. Gbviounly, an not going off half-cot-iced and I as not about to. But I de knee 
what such suits can do to the.  sale of a beak. One, where againgl the iauue is official 
suppression, is now before the federal court of appeals and is headed to the :uprene 

1/4;ourt. it will attract attention to aeytninewith my name an it. ntat I an here trying 
to argue is that considerations not sore can have much to do with the commorcial 
mulidoes of a bock. There are nem. I believe. Including etciusivo, abinneing content. 

Whether it is attributable to friendship with Dick or is the kind of man you are, 
I do appreciate your feenkness. I owe_ you what I hope is honest response by which I also 
bope to give you some enconzegenent. "ear" die 	1  oust continue with this. I will and I 
do, immediately (with aoploeios for uncorrected typos). et 60 1 have zany' miles to go 
before I sleep, but no fewer promises to keep. 

Sincoroly 

Harold Veisberg 
=tank Gallen 



This agent's opinion is that Of Dick in M
ay and essentially what I 

found with WHITEWASH, that on several co
unts the project is not 

"feasible" and in "impossible" for any ma
n. The one impossibility I 

recognize is that I cannot now do what I 
did with WHITEWASH. Other 

than this I see little honorable choice. 
There may be alternatives 

to the manner and content of my response,
 but none suggested them-

selves immediately, I felt I had to respo
nd immediately so I can 

return to work, and I can only hope that
 it doesn't make an 

"impossible" situation worse* I do not s
uggest that reading this 

response is worth your time and I'm sorry
 about the reversed 

carbon on the last page (you can read it 
by holding it to the light 

should you want to).However, if you do re
ad it and have criticism or 

suggestion and if you can find the time, 
I would appreciate it. The 

pace at which I give gives me little time
 for taking time and I 

generally get what I can behind,me as fas
t as I cane Thus at noon, 

after being up 7 hours, T haven t even glanced at the 
first page of 

the paper. Best, 11W 8/15/73 


